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AUTOMORPHISMS OF QUASI-ASSOCIATIVE ALGEBRAS 

By Tae-il Suh 

This note' is to show that the group of automorphisms of a quasi-associative

algebra of characteristic "" 2 consists of the automorphisms of an associative" 
algebra with involution 싹 which commute with *. 

Let D be an associative algebra over a field φ of characteristic ""2 and Àεφ. 
Define a new multipIication . on the vector space of D by x.y=Àxy+ (1 -À)yx 

in terms of the associative multipIication xy of D. We have a nonassociative‘ 

algebra D(À.) ovet φ， ca뻐 a 챙lit quasi-associative algebra if 상웅. A non

associative algebra A over φ is ca!Ied a qμasi-associative al gebra if there exist 3.:l 

splitting field Q그φ， an associative algebra D over Q and 깐Q， À""웅 such that 

A.Q=Q@φA=D(À). The element δ=i where Â=2 À -1 is ca!Ied the dz'scTZ'minanl: 

of A and is uniquely determined by A if we agree to use δ = 1 for the associa-' 
tive algebra A. 

Let A be a nonspIit quasi-associative algebra with identity over a field φ or 

characteristic ""2 and a particular square root Â of its discriminant δ is not in: 
φ. Define an algebra D to be 

(μ).. .- A::.;- .. , 1 /., I .. -1 
D=AQ' where Q=φ(Â) ， μ= 2 (l+r.). 

Consider an automorphism * of the quadratic field Q=φ+φÂ defined by Â용= 

- Â, extending to an automorphism ￥ @1 of A .Q=Q@A: (ω@a) (*@1)=ω*@a， 
(α+ßÂ)*=α-ßÂ for ωεQ， aEA , α， βεφ. Let us denote * @1 by * again. K •. 

McCrimmon in [2] has shown that D is associative and 

A=H(Do.써 À=웅(1 +Â) , 

the subalgebra of symmetric elements of Do.) under the ￥. Assuming that" 

상0， 1, 융 we use this representation of A to determine an 따bitrary auto, 

morphism (J of A. Since (x' y) r1 = xr1 • y r1’ X, Y ε A and (J is Iinear on the vector' 
space of A , (xy/-x r1y r1=r

1
0-1) {(yx/_yr1x r1). By interchanging the role of: 

x and y, (yx)。 -yoxO=A-1(X-1){(xyf-xuyo} and hence (xy)。 -xUyo=
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{r 1 λ-1 }2f(xy)O펴yO}· It fo1Iows from tf없ssumption A~융 that (xy)
。 -xOyO

=0, that is, (xy/ =xo l for aII x , y of A. Since [2 =φ(.1)=φ+φ.1， d
,1.)=A.a=A+A.1. 

(100) 
We extend the σ to a linear transformation l@u of A.a by defining (a+ bL1) 

=ao+bOA. Then the linear extension 1@σ is an automorphism of the associative 

:algebra D, which is denoted by σ again. It foIIows that u* (= (I@σ)(￥@I))=육u. 

Conversely, an automorphism u of D which commute with the involution 홉 

induces an automorphism of A. This completes the following 

THEOREM. Let A be a 1Z0 1tSþUt quasi-assocz'atz've algebra with z"dentity over a 
jz"eld φ 01 characteristic~2. Let A=H(dλ)， *) be M cCrz"mmon' s reþresentati on 01 
A. Then the gro때 01 automorþkisms. 01 A consists 01 all automorþhisms 01 the 

associative algebra D whz"ch commute wtÏh z"nvolμtz'on *. 
REMARK 1. If A is a split quasi-associative aIgebra, that is, A=d,1.), A~ 

웅， for some associative aIgebra D, then t뼈h따e au뼈1 
prec미iS%e리ly the group 0아f au따1πtomo야rphis잉ms of D. 

REMARK 2. Let a quasi-associative aIgebra A be finite dimensionaI centraI 

simple over φ. 1t is known that the symmetrized aIgebra A+ is a celltraI simple 

Jordan algebra of type A II over φ and that , in the representation A=H(d시， 

서， the Jordan algebra H(D , 서 of • symmetric elements of the associative 
:algebra D is just A十’ i. e. A+ =H(D, 1(-). Since powers of an element a in A 

+ are identical with those of a in A+, the generic norms in A and A+ are iden-

tical. We apply a theorem of N. Jacobson ([1], p. 191) to obtain the foIIowing 
characterization of norm-preserving linear transformations of A: The group of 

bijective linear transformations of A which preserve the generic norm N is the 

~et of Iinear transformations η of the form: xr;=r참xl)a where rεφ， rmN(a￥a) 

=1 , ηz=the degree of A, and either ν=lor ν is an anti-automorphism of D 
야ver [2=φ(2A-1). 
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